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Mythology

Extreme churn delivers game-changing value
Why do the oceans have salt?
• The ancient Nordic epic “Grotti” describes events
leading to a grinding mill left at the base of the
oceans, forever churning up salt
Why are gods immortal?
• Gods obtained the elixir of life during “Samudra
Manthan” – the churning of the seas, as per Hindu
mythology.
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Reality

Healthcare reform: 100+ years of churn
1800s
1930s
1960s
1980s

1990s

March
2010
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Germany establishes the world’s first national
healthcare system
The Social Security Act is adopted without a
national health insurance provision
Congress creates the Medicare and Medicaid
programs
The Emergency Medical Treatment Act and
COBRA (health care after unemployment) are
passed
The State Children’s Health Insurance (SCHIP)
and HIPAA (Portability and Accountability) acts
are passed
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
passes with record debate.
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Trifecta: Expensive, under-served and inconsistent

Annual cost
increases at
6.2% per year,
currently 16% of
GDP
46 million
uninsured
residents

Reasons
for
Healthcare
Reform
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Inconsistent
quality of care
without
consistent clinical
outcomes

Changes

The Affordable Care Act brings sweeping change
2010-2012
Extending
Coverage

2013-2014
Standardizing
Market

2015-2018
Increasing
Effectiveness

• Prohibit lifetime limits on the dollar value
of coverage,
• Coverage must be available to eligible
dependent children (married or
unmarried; student or not) to age 26.
• Prohibit existing condition limitations for
children under age 19
• Preventive health service
recommendations must be provided
without cost sharing
• New full-time employees at large
employers must be automatically enrolled
in an employer-sponsored health plan
• Over-the-counter medications are not
reimbursable through a health
reimbursement account (HRA), health
savings account (HSA) or health flexible
spending account (FSA)
• CLASS Act
• Employers must provide an
understandable summary of benefits and
coverage prior to enrollment or reenrollment

• Administrative simplification for
enrollment, eligibility, payment and realtime transactions
• Additional 0.9% Medicare Part A payroll
tax withholding
• Elimination of employer tax deduction for
Medicare Part D prescription drug subsidy
• FSA contributions are limited to $2,500
annually
• Individual mandate begins. Employees
may opt out of employer coverage and
pursue coverage via exchanges.
• State-run health exchanges begin
• Medicaid coverage expansion
• Employers pay penalties for nonparticipation
• Employers may offer rewards to
employees who participate in wellness
programs up to 30% of the cost of selfonly coverage

• Individual penalties apply
• Penalty for not adopting
EMRs
• Independent payment
advisory board reviews
payments between payers
and providers
• Medicare PartD “donut
hole” closes
• Cadillac" plan tax — a
40% tax on high-value
employer-sponsored
plans (more than $10,200
for individuals and
$27,500 for families) —
begins
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Changes to business models are imminent
Likely increase in M&A activity:

Reporting based on medical
outcomes

• Aggressive management of
Medical Loss Ratio (MLRs)

New products and new markets
increase volumes

• Changes to pre-existing
condition clauses render
some products unviable.

• All US citizens and permanent
residents must buy insurance
or pay a penalty
• All individuals under 26 must
be covered
• Pre-existing condition clauses
do not apply

Consolidation

• Increased number of Medicaid
enrollees

Customers

Traditional ways of serving
the customer are
insufficient:
• New products required
for listing on the Staterun Health Insurance
Exchanges (HIEs)

Channels

• Administrative process
changes drive
standardization of
outreach (CAQH, etc)
• Product marketing and
customer retention
strategies need to
change
• Real time integration
within the value chain.
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Mindset

Reactive responses cause gaps in execution
Conventional Thinking

Services Thinking

Siloed responses to the
emerging business model

Capability centric approach to
emerging business models

Reactive responses and bigbang implementations

You don’t have to bet the farm

Fear complexity – standardize
everything

Embrace complexity – Knit
and un-knit capabilities with
ease
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Use Services Thinking© to manage Reformcritical business capabilities

Services Thinking uses the concepts of SOA (loosely coupled, well defined, clear ownership, reusability, etc.)
and marries them to value mapping, organization models, process engineering, enterprise architecture, and
human capital capabilities.
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An effective response is process-led and bound
with standards
Framework

Services

Information

Applications & Databases
Technology & Infrastructure
Execution

Reference
architecture

KM &
Tools

Govern

Business Processes

Standardize

Vision and Strategy

Define and Refine

Cohesive Response

Governance

Thinking in terms of capabilities that can be knit or unwind with ease enables the integration of
changes “breadth first” and “depth next”.
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Measurement

A prioritization model balances inter-dependencies
Technology Effectivity Index
(1: High – 3: Low)

V
I
T
A
L

Value and cost considerations
associated with the component
Information intensiveness of the
component
Transaction and standardization
implications for the component
Accessibility, security and scalability
considerations for the component
Lifespan including sun-setting and rearchitecture of the component

Process Effectivity Index (1: High – 3: Low)

C
Customer
wellness
considerations
for the process
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A
Affordability and
financial implications
associated with the
process

R
Regulatory
compliance effect
on the process

E
Efficiency aspects
including elimination of
redundancy and
simplification.

Applying the prioritization model and align
changes

C 2
A 1
R 2
E 3
C 3
A 3
R 2
E 3

V 1
I 1
T 3
A 3
L 1
V 3
I 3
T 1
A 1
L 2

Payments services score higher on the VITAL index dimensions and are candidates for
standardization. Benefit summary services score higher on the customer impact dimensions of the
CARE
index .
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Response

Managing change over the long term.

Process Effectivity Iterations
Technology Effectivity Iterations
Plan and
Manage
Infrastructure

Management of overall response to Reform

Tools and platforms required to support the process and technical implications

Architecture

Management of architecture components based on the SOA reference architecture

Governance

The policies and frameworks that enable consistency, funding, measurement, and monitoring

People and
Training
Projects and
Programs

Management of roles and responsibilities and training

Management and execution of business projects and programs of varying
complexities to complete an effective response
2010 - 2018
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Questions?
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